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Dave Flowers

Sisters & Brothers,
We have set out with goals this year to make
2018 one to remember. This year marks our Local
Lodge’s 50th Anniversary.
On February 23rd 1968, our Charter was signed
by the International President and our Local Lodge was
born. Although we were a fraction of our size at the
time, our founding Members fought to have this Local
come to be.

lobby on issues pertaining to our Members and their
families. This year, I am proud to say we broke that
record again! 328 Delegates took part in 196 meetings
with 180+ Senators and MP’s to discuss topics such as
a National Pharmacare Plan, Pay Equity, Pension
Reform, EI Imbalance, and Contract Flipping. Of the
328 Delegates from different Unions hailing from all
across the Country, the IAM&AW was again the largest
delegation to show. Almost 70 Machinists stormed the
Hill to speak directly of our issues. This gives our
organization clout when bringing future issues forward.
What makes this even more impressive is that
Local Lodge 2323 sent the largest group of participants
from within the Machinists Union.

Since then, we have grown to become the
largest Local Lodge in District 140 and the second
largest in the entire Country. We now have
approximately 4000 Members and counting! To ensure
Our Executive Board made the tough decision
we do this momentous achievement justice, we have
to allocate funds for this worthy cause, and sent over
created an Anniversary Committee that will plan events
double the Members from last year. Politicians learn to
over the course of the year to help bring us together to
know that the Machinists are strong and they turn out
celebrate.
in force!
As events get planned, they will be broadcast in
We thank you for your patience as we continue
all forms to you the Membership, with hopes that your
to grow. We have much more in line for the year ahead,
family and you might attend. Please keep an eye for
and we look to you for continued support and input as
further details coming soon. Though these future
we work to create and complete these projects. We will
events will be fun to plan and take part in, they are only
pass on more information as it becomes available.
the beginning of what we intend to do.
As always,
Last year saw the start of the “long over due”
In solidarity,
building maintenance. As we have a budget in which to
follow, we needed to break it in to segments, so that Dave Flowers
we do not exceed our allowances. This year we will use
those same allowances to continue the transformation.
We call each other Brother and Sister for a reason. We
are meant to take care and look out for one another
similar to how a family would. If this is the case, and
we are truly family, then this building is our home. We
take great pride in making it something you are proud
to have. We have started the process of commencing
the next phase of this project. You will be able to notice
the changes starting soon.
We have also kept true to our commitment to
stay politically active. The Canadian Labour Congress
(CLC) held its annual Lobby Day session in our Capital
of Ottawa February 5th through 7th, 2018. Last year, a
record was broken for the amount of Delegates sent to
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Health & Safety
Phone: 905-676-4295

Rob Penyk - co-chair H&S Committee

This winter we have had a huge amount of slip
and fall injuries, as we know the Airport Authority does
an awful job of keeping the ramp surfaces clean and
the sweepers do a great job in polishing the ice for the
perfect fall. If your gate is icy, call a manager for the grit
to be applied. Remember, never push equipment up to
an aircraft, we have seen loaders being pushed.
Also with winter driving, it is crucial to control
what you are towing. We have seen a huge
increase in dolly and cart ‘fishtailing'. With
many of our new people out there, many
have never towed before, so kindly remind
them if you see this occurring. We were
all new once.

after a pushback. The worker was walking behind the
pay-mover and was distracted by coiling up the
headset cord. The pay-mover struck him and thankfully
he was thrown to the side of the tractor and not under
the wheels. Keep alert at all times. We had a close call
in YYZ when hooking up tub-carts. The person driving
the tractor had his foot slip from the brake, pinning the
station attendant who was about to hook up the cart.

In YVR again, there was an incident where a
loader operator was reversing the loader back
and at the same time a string of dollies was
being moved. A common occurrence in our
busy congested gates. One of the
containers struck the loader platform
knocking the loader operator down onto
We have had several complaints
the lower platform. He spent a week in
of STOC directing crews, particularly
hospital with broken ribs, etc. I am very
new ones. Many of those in STOC do
fearful of our situations out there that
not know the proper SOP’s, so do not
could easily injure us. Driving is one of
be pressured into breaking the rules. If
the most major, and distractions are a
you are unsure, contact a H&S rep or a
huge factor. Also falling from heights. We
Shop Steward.
are having trouble convincing people to extend the
loader railings to 'close the gap' when loading an
Baggage Road - we are ongoing with the concerns
aircraft. One slip and if you fall through the gap, it
and I will be meeting this week with Jay Odey (in
could easily be a fatality.
charge of Baggage) as to an action plan from the air
quality recommendations. The good news is that wet Co-Chairs meeting - On January 29th, we held our
washes of the roadway are happening nightly and first Local Lodge Health and Safety Co-Chairs meeting.
when the sodium formate is used (white ramp de-icer) We re-introduced these meetings as a means to help
it is supposed to be twice-daily. Two electric tractors each other in improving the workplace through mutual
have been purchased, our end goal is to get all fossil help on issues, education and coaching. We hope to
fueled equipment out of the roadway. There are still have these meetings quarterly or as the need arises.
many issues, including mass congestion at busy times We discussed issues dealing with the GTAA and
and many people, including managers, who are using Corporate Real Estate, seat belts, equipment issues,
the roadway when they don't need to. We are having workplace bullying, ESDC updates and contacting,
some success in trying to keep tractors out of the safety concer n processes, training issues /
baggage rooms too, but this is slow.
requirements, fatigue and uniforms. We also have a
'round-table' at the end so each person has an
Hearing protection - we are glad to see a lot more
opportunity to discuss any issues related to health and
people are wearing their hearing protection.
safety in the workplace.
Remember your ear muffs should be changed every six
months.
Thank you, work safe and watch out for each other.
Injuries - we are seeing a rash of injuries across the In solidarity,
system. In Vancouver recently, there was a Station
Attendant struck by a pay-mover which was reversing Rob Penyk
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Airport & Cargo Shop Committee
Mike Cooke, Mark Pacilla, Evangeline Palad, Paul Kisby

Harassment and Respect in the Workplace
Greetings sisters and brothers. This month I will
speak about Harassment and Respect in the
workplace. In the past few months, we have seen an
increase in the amount of incidences occurring in the
work environment. This is not related to any specific
department, but it has reached an epic proportion
across Airports, Cabins and Cargo world. At our
monthly meeting this was also brought up by the
maintenance team. Now this topic does not speak to
just us the employees, but also to the management
team and customers.
Article 20.17.01 of the CBA states: Employees are
entitled to work in an environment free of discrimination and
harassment. Harassment is prohibited under the Canadian
Human Rights Act and sexual harassment is prohibited under
the Canada Labour Code. Discrimination and harassment
deprive employees of dignity and respect, and are
detrimental to a healthy work environment.

The above article is also in the Code of Conduct
that “you” signed when first employed. Violation of this
could lead to immediate termination. Also, we cannot
go around crying wolf as this could also lead to
repercussions. Bear in mind, harassment is a strong
word. The dictionary defines it as “the act or an
instance of harassing, or disturbing, pestering, or
troubling repeatedly, persecution”. These are all actions
that can have negative effect on everyone, causing a
person to feel uncomfortable and/or dejected. No one
should have to work in an environment and feel this
way because of one’s religion, colour, sex, or sexual
orientation. If you or someone knows of this behaviour
happening please tell the individual(s) to stop. If
anyone feels that they are being harassed they have
the right to report it. There are many channels that can
be used, but would advise in speaking to someone you
are comfortable such as fellow co-worker, Union
committee member, or EAP Rep. Speaking with your
EAP Rep, or Committee Members is strictly private and
confidential. Do not be afraid or shy and come forward
so we can properly address your situation.

Phone: 905-676-2484

Article 20.17.05 states: Complaints of Harassment and
Discrimination:
a) Complaints of Harassment and Discrimination will be
handled in accordance with the provisions of the Company’s
Workplace Harassment Policy. A copy of the Workplace
Harassment Policy is available from a People Services
representative or from the Company Intranet.
b) Before submitting formal harassment complaints,
employees who believe that they have been harassed or
discriminated against are encouraged to do the following:
-Make their objections known to the alleged harasser(s).
-Attempt to resolve the matter.
-Contact their manager if the above steps don’t correct the
situation, or if the employee feels intimidated.
If the situation can’t be resolved at the informal level,
and the complaint falls under the jurisdiction of the
Workplace Harassment Policy, the employee completes a
formal complaint form and submits it to the Harassment
Office. The formal procedure of the Workplace Harassment
Policy will be followed.
a) For complaints of sexual harassment, the Company will
not disclose the name of a complainant or the circumstances
related to the complaint to any person except where
disclosure is necessary for the purposes of investigating the
complaint or taking disciplinary measures in relation thereto.

Our lack of respect for each other is another
subject. We seem to have totally forgotten about the
meaning of this word. The dictionary defines respect as
“to show regard or consideration for: to respect
someone’s rights. To refrain from intruding upon or
interfering with: to respect a person’s privacy, to hold in
esteem or honour.
We need to show respect to our peers and
customers. Be aware of your surroundings when you
open your mouth. What might not be offensive to me
might be offensive to the person/persons that is
standing beside me. Try to be considerate of who is
around. They say respect is earned, not given. Let’s
change this as we move forward.
In solidarity,
Mike, Mark, Evangeline, Paul
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Tech Ops

Logistics & Supply

James Oprea, Joe Veltri

Phone: 905-676–2243

Sisters and Brothers,
One of the first articles that I composed last year
focused around change. In review, the terminology being “To
make or become different” or “The act or instance of making
or becoming different” Originally this was focused around
issues such as specific parking passes per work location,
new imposed security protocols for workplace entry in
addition to the new aircraft livery, to which perhaps did not
receive the warmest of receptions. Now in 2018 (for line
maintenance), the new uniforms with epaulettes adorned, is
followed with the introduction of a new system to replace
the apparently redundant EAS and Laser programs aptly
named “Streamline”. The acclamation centered on future
integration of other systems such as a “quick turn, task and
line control”, with one distinct feature; employee self-serve
(eSS). This component allows the user to have visibility of
the work schedule in particular examining “anomalies” such
as shift changes, overtime, statutory holidays etc. The way in
which your information is gathered is similar, but gone are
the large grey boxes to which are now interchanged with
new arrival/departure stations. Your original (current) swipe
card issued will be used to capture this data upon entry and
exit of the workplace. Should any unforeseeable
circumstance arise that may cause lateness, or require an
early departure, irregardless it is a requirement to swipe.
Additionally, it is essential that this information be further
communicated to your Team Leader (T/L). There are a
number of instructional videos outlining the various functions
available of this system that are accessible through the ACM
Portal. In the event you require additional assistance, please
do not hesitate to contact administration or the identified
“super users” on Globe TV during this induction process.
The next type of change that I feel needs to be
addressed that is not necessarily perceived or expected, but
does unfortunately crop up in our workplace is the physical.
One minute you are happily working away in your location
and then the unforeseeable; you lose your balance whilst on
a ladder, you slip in a puddle of liquid on the floor, or lift a
heavy object straining a muscle and “bingo-bango”, the
quintessential workplace injury. When you’re reeling in pain,
the last thing that comes into play is filling out reports, but as
the situation dictates, it’s a must do. The question being
what is the procedure? I can safely say that there in nothing
carved in stone, but there is a process. Upon further
investigation, there is a course of action in the event such an
Contact
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Shop Committee

incident should occur. First, depending on the type of injury
sustained, you should seek medical attention immediately.
For a severe injury you (or a colleague) may call the Airport
Authority, the contact numbers are; Emergencies:
416-776-3033 Non-emergencies: 416-776-3055. For injuries
non-severe, acquire first aid if possible. Secondly, advice
your immediate T/L, and the determination will be made if
you require a hospital visit. In this case, you will be taken via
hired transportation with an escort. Management should
provide you with a Form 8 (Health Professional's Report) and
subsequently enter the details of the accident/incident in
SIMS/AQD. It is important that this information be correctly
relayed for processing of the claim either before or after the
fact. Thirdly, upon arrival at the hospital, the attending
physician should be made aware that the injury occurred in
the workplace and at this point the Form 8 should be
addressed, to which should be presented to the
absenteeism manager in a timely fashion. Failure to do so
may result in a potential loss of wages and/or denial of the
claim. WSIB will contact the claimant and discuss the status
to make the appropriate determinations proceeding forth. Do
not be alarmed if you are contacted with an offer of modified
duties during the initial stages of the claim, it is part of the
process. If one feels that they are not able to return, please
discuss this with your Doctor to develop a return to work
plan suitable to your medical needs. It is the responsibility of
the claimant to communicate any changes in condition to
your assigned case manager and the company. We believe
that nothing should supersede health, and as such, are
committed in offering assistance to any member throughout
this difficult process.
In closing, a final thought:
“Progress is impossible without change, and those who
cannot change their minds cannot change anything”
-George Bernard Shaw

In Solidarity,
The Shop Committee (Joe and James)
c/o
The District (Mr. Freeman)

iamaw2323.ca
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Employee Relations, Rights & Equity
Committee
humanrights@iamaw2323.ca
The Employee Relations, Rights and Equity that both the Union and the company take these types
Committee also known as the Human Rights of issues very seriously.
Committee, was formed due to a need of the
Our Committee is committed to address all
membership. Currently, it consists of seven members.
complaints and support the membership throughout
Alain Ruel (ACM) is the Chairperson and the the process. As for the process, if you believe you are
members are: Xavier Dias (GSE), Zia Goffur being harassed, you must first make your objections
(Baggage), Lwazi Sibanda (YOW), Ramnarine Sooklal known to the alleged harasser. This can be done in
(Ramp), Fred Soares (ACM), Rhonda MacLachan several ways. If the behaviour ends, then the issue is
resolved. However, if it persists, please contact Alain.
(Clerical, retired).
In recent weeks, there have been several stories
in the news about sexual harassment which have
affected several people. It is important to know that
workplace harassment in any form, is not condoned by
the Union and the management of Air Canada.
Workplace harassment can be defined as any
discriminatory acts that adversely affect specific
employees or groups of employees based on the
prohibited grounds of the Canadian Human Rights
ACT. The core definition of sexual harassment as
defined by the Canada Labour Code is, “any comment,
gesture or contact of a sexual nature likely to cause
offence or humiliation to any employee/group”. In Air
Canada’s Workplace Violence and Harassment
Prevention Policy, it states that “every employee is
entitled to employment that is free of Violence and
Harassment”. It goes on to say that, “Air Canada will
address all complaints or reports and will take
reasonably practical measures to end prohibited
conduct and assist those exposed to it”. This shows

To find out his contact info, please check the
Local’s website at www.iamaw2323.ca. Also, please
document all pertinent info such as times, dates,
places and if possible witnesses. Alain will address the
initial inquiry and can enlist the assistance of any of the
Committee members to follow-up. All the members of
the Committee will assist you in any way possible. If
you require further information please feel free to
contact any of the Committee Members. In addition,
there is Air Canada’s policy which can be found in the
Aeronet, HR Connex, HR Policies and Procedures.
On a final note, please be assured that this
Committee is fully committed to providing all the
Membership all the support available. In addition, we
have the support of both Shop Committees and the
Local Lodge.
Respectfully submitted,
Fred Soares

1968
Vickers Vanguard at the gate -YYZ
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Local 2323 Women’s Committee
womenatwork@iamaw2323.ca

This year, our Local Lodge is celebrating it's
By 2014, women made up almost half (47%) of
50th Anniversary since being chartered in February the entire Canadian workforce.
1968.
The increasing presence of women in the labour
market led to a large rise in the median annual wages
and salaries of women. Women's earnings more than
doubled between the mid-1960s and the early 2010s,
rising from $15,700 in 1965 to $37,200 in 2010.
This increase can be partially explained by two
other trends: a growing share of women working full
time on a full-year basis, and a growing share of
women employed in relatively well-paid occupations.
One of the most substantial changes to the
TODAY, the IAMAW Local Lodge 2323 Women's
Canadian labour market is the participation, en masse, Committee promotes a mandate, including but not
of women. Over the second half of the 20th century, limited to:
women became far more involved in the workforce
-Achieving equality, economic security and power
than ever before!
sharing in the workplace
In the early 1950s, about one-quarter of women
aged 25 to 54 participated in the labour market, that is, -Educating our Sisters to affect change to the
they had a job or were looking for one. In contrast, challenges women face in the workplace
virtually every man in the same age group was
-Dramatically enhance the organizing efforts of the
participating in the labour market during this period.
IAMAW
Women began increasing their presence in the
labour market as social norms regarding gender roles -Involving our Sisters in politics and the Legislative
evolved, new technologies such as electrical arena
appliances reduced the time needed to perform
-Networking and reaching out to the like-minded
household chores, families had fewer children and
groups
employment opportunities in the service sector
increased.
IAMAW
From 1953 to 1990, the labour force
participation rate for women grew steadily, rising from
about 24% in 1953 to 76% in 1990. Meanwhile, the
participation rate for men edged down from 96% in
1953 to 93% in 1990.The early 1990s marked the
beginning of a slowdown in the growth of women's
labour market participation. As a result, the labour
force participation rate of women reached 82% in 2014
compared with 91% for men. However, the difference
in the labour market participation rate between men
and women narrowed from more than 70 percentage
points in the early 1950s to less than 10 percentage
points today.
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The Union
The Future
In solidarity,
Karri-Lyn Airhart
References:
Ferrao, V.2010. Paid work. Women in Canada: A Gender-Based
Statistical Report. Sixth edition.Statistics Canada. Catalogue
89-503X.
Goldin, C. 2006. "The Quiet Revolution That Transformed Women's
Employment, Education, and Family." American Economic Review.
Vol. 96, No. 2, 1-21.
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Employee Assistance
Richard Gobeil - Regional coordinator

Program
Phone: 905-678-1079

Let’s talk!

Mental illness is the leading cause of disability
in Canada. However, a great percentage of our
On January 31st, it was Bell “Let’s Talk Day”. A population still don’t feel comfortable to reach out to a
day set aside to expose, support and to bring up front doctor at the first sign of depression, addiction, great
mental health. On every tweet, text, Facebook, or fatigue or...
Instagram action done on Bell’s network, Bell donated
.05 cents for the cause. Bell raised close to 7 million.
We can talk about mental health as much as we
The money will be divided among 414 Community want, but we also need to see real action. Ontario only
Fund grants.
devotes $3.5 billion to mental health and addictions
from a total health budget of $54 billion. The lack of
Dedicated to moving mental health forward in adequate funding creates inadequate access to
Canada, “Bell Let’s Talk” promotes awareness and treatment for people with mental health and addictions
actions with a strategy built on 4 key pillars:
issues. Currently in Ontario, the average wait time to
see a counsellor is five months, which is not
● Fighting the stigma,
acceptable. Quick access to a counsellor could make a
● Improving access to care,
huge difference for someone who is overwhelmed by
● Supporting world-class research and
the pressure and stress coming from work and life.
● Leading by example in workplace mental health
Each one of these pillars is important, but when
we consider our workplace, we need to make sure that
all of us do everything we can to make workplace
mental health a priority. Let’s bring concrete actions
behind the talk and the good intentions.

And here is where we step in! The IAM gives
you access to some benefits through your Employee
Assistance Program (EAP) in partnership with Air
Canada. We can help you find more rapid access to
counsellors.

Maybe one day when we will go to the Doctor
Learning to talk to one another respectively and
for Mental Health issues we will receive quick and
be able to recognize when someone’s struggle should
efficient treatments like if we had the flu! …. Until that
be an ongoing effort among us.
time don’t forget to keep your EAP phone number
Air Canada is also providing good information accessible in your contact list.
about the importance of building healthy life style
Your text, email or call is confidential.
through “Life Speak”. Check it out on our Portal.
Give us a try!
A campaign from January 15 to February 11,
was divided in 4 subjects:
Take care.
-Make Movement and Good Nutrition Part of Your Richard
Workday
-Stretches and Exercises You Can Do Right Here, Right “Without mental health there can be no true physical
Now
health” Dr. Brock Chisholm (WHO)
-Tips for Improving Your Posture and Breathing
-Figuring Out Food Fact and Fiction
“Life Speak” also provides you with pertinent
information and short videos on mental health topics. I
would encourage you to take the time to explore the
website.
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Local Lodge 2323 and the
Dan Janssen -VP
Labour Movement
The labour movement is simply defined as; a
political movement campaigning to improve the rights
and conditions of working people. Over the last month,
our Local Lodge has been at the forefront actively
fighting for positive change not just for our members,
but for all of the working class.
Last month, I wrote about the negative
response to the increased minimum wage from Tim
Horton’s owners. On January 19th, $15andFairness
and the Ontario Federation of Labour (OFL) held a
nationwide Day of Action. Machinists reps joined the
Peel Regional Labour Council and the Toronto Airport
Workers’ Council for a peaceful demonstration at a
Tim’s location on Airport Road. Chris Buckley,
President of the OFL, attended and called on the
owners to reverse negative cutbacks to hours, breaks
and employee benefits. It was awesome that we took
part in this event and to see solidarity across Canada
with actions held from Halifax to Vancouver!
At the start of the month, February 5-6, our
Local Lodge sent a team of 12 members to Parliament
Hill to take part in the Canadian Labour Congress
(CLC) 3rd Annual Lobby Day effort. The first day we
arrived, was a training day to educate everyone on the
issues; fixing our employment insurance system,

creating a universal pharmacare program, legislating
pay equity, and protecting workers and pensions when
employers file for bankruptcy. The next day, we all set
out on Parliament Hill to take part in meetings with
elected MP’s. In all, there was 328 participants and 196
meetings. Again this year, the Machinists Union had the
largest group of delegates there to fight on behalf of
our members. For all that attended, it was a rewarding
experience that builds confidence in our ability to come
together as a team and advocate for positive change.
That evening, Federal Labour Minister Patty
Hadju attended and spoke at a social event put on by
the CLC to bring together MP’s and delegates for
casual discussions. She spoke about the government’s
plan to review Federal Labour Laws and that they are
looking to Ontario’s new laws as an example. This is
good news as many of the new laws in this Province do
not affect us. This is an opportunity for all Federally
Regulated workers to make gains, and I encourage you
to take the time to meet with your MP to discuss this.
Maybe you feel strongly about equal pay for equal
work, or even about sick time and doctor’s notes. The
time is right to have our voices heard and for a muchneeded update to the laws for Federal workplaces.
continues on page 10

A visit to Tim’s (Airport Rd.) on January 19, 2018
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Local Lodge 2323 and the
Labour Movement -cont’d Dan Janssen -VP
The NDP Convention took place February 16-18
in Ottawa. Political Action Committee Chair Bryan
Wilson and I attended to represent our Local.
Machinists from across the Country were there to
shape the future of the party. My experience was
different from Bryan’s. He was there to vote on
resolutions and take part in policy debate, I was there
as a volunteer. I was asked to take on the role of
leading the team of volunteers on the convention floor.
What I saw was a group of great people willing to give
their time to make the event the best it could be for all
attendees. It was a positive and rewarding experience
that lead to meeting and sharing many great
discussions with a number of MPs and NDP
supporters.
I encourage all of our Members to get involved.
It’s as easy as coming out to our next Union Meeting,
or visiting your MP. If you need some direction, reach
out to the Local, we will be happy to help. Let’s be
proud of the work our Local is doing to bring about
positive change and remember that the more we come
together as a Membership, the stronger our movement
will be.

Retired Members
Local Lodge 2323 would like to thank the following
members for their valued service and wish them a safe
and enjoyable retirement!

Mark Chensue
Station Attendant -YYZ

Bruce King
Lead Station Attendant -YYZ

J. D Poulain
CAT 1 Mechanic -YYZ

Carmen Ramirez
Station Attendant -YYZ

Robert Soladat
Mechanic -YYZ

John Stuart MacCallum
Station Attendant -YYZ

Gary Stubbings
Lead CSCA -YYZ

In solidarity,
Dan Janssen -Vice President

2018 CLC/Federal Lobby Days
Back row: James Oprea, Glenn Milmine, John Smiley, Mike Crilly, Dave Flowers
Middle row: Pascale Forrester, Mike Cooke, Mark Pacilla, Hassan Yussuff (CLC), John Hill, Paul Hicks, Evangeline Palad.
Front row: Dan Janssen
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50th Anniversary

-Local 2323

1968 - 2018

Local Lodge 2323 Celebrates 50 Years! 1968 - 2018
Brothers and Sisters,
Local 2323 was chartered by the lAMAW on February 23, 1968. Throughout this year, we
will be celebrating this milestone event with a few special functions/events for our active
members, retiree's and families both in the Toronto area and in Ottawa.
Through our monthly newsletter "Contact", we will be sharing some stories, photos and
facts to look back over these past 5 decades as well as announcements of the
Anniversary Events. We also plan to share some of these memories on social media (i.e.
our Twitter, Facebook and Instagram accounts).
The first planned event will be an afternoon (adult only) Boat Cruise with Mariposa
Cruises on Sunday June 24, 2018. The 3-hour trip around the Toronto Harbour includes
a hot/cold buffet and music (DJ). Refreshments/alcoholic beverages can be purchased
on board.
Active Members, Retirees (and one guest) are encouraged to join us for a relaxing
time on the water. The cost will be $10 per person.
We ask you to RSVP early through the following direct RSVP online link:

https://www.justrsvp.me/50th-anniversary-iamaw2323-boat-cruise
The Boat Cruise RSVP link can also be found on the main page of our website on
the left-hand side at: http://iamaw2323.ca and on our social media accounts.

Local 2323
Executive Board
Dave Flowers
-President

Dan Janssen
-Vice President

John Smiley
-Secretary Treasurer

Sal Amin
-Recording Secretary

Wayne Burey
-Trustee

Paul Hicks
-Trustee

Frank Angilletta
-Conductor Sentinel

Glenn Milmine
-Trustee & Ottawa
Board Member

Tickets will be available for purchase/pick up March 5, 2018 at the
following locations. (Cash payment)

Dan Adams

-Local 2323 Administration Office at 2580 Drew Road, Mississauga
-Shop Committee Offices (YYZ/YOW)
-50th Anniversary Committee Members (names below).

Xavier Dias

Tickets will be sold on a first come/ first served basis. Please watch for the Local
2323 Boat Cruise posters in your work areas.
Parking close by or take public transit.
The 50th Anniversary Committee is looking forward to this and future events and
we look forward your participation.
Your Local 2323 50th Anniversary Committee;

February 2018

Maintenance

Monica Torsan
Clerical

Laila Hakimi
TBH
____________
Rob Piercy
-Communicator

John Hill

Paul Hicks (YYZ), Glenn Milmine (YOW), Rob Piercy (YYZ), Monica Torsan (YYZ)
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JUSTICE ON THE JOB, SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY
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is published by the

(air canada save our seniority)

www.facebook.com/
freeandreducedtravel
https://aircanadasos.com
seniority matters

International Association of
Machinists & Aerospace Workers
Airline Central Lodge 2323
2580 Drew Road, Suite 202,
Mississauga, Ontario L4T 3M5

Phone: 905-678-0010
Fax: 905-678-0034
Toll-free: 1-877-409-2323
www.iamaw2323.ca
Editors & Publishers:
Dave Flowers & Rob Piercy

Upcoming Events:
February 28, 2018
-Deadline for IAMAW 2018
Scholarship Competition
March 6, 2018
-Monthly Membership Meeting
19:00 hrs. Union Hall -2580 Drew
Road, Mississauga
March 19, 2018
-Retiree’s Get Together
13:00 hrs. Union Hall -2580 Drew
Road, Mississauga
April 3, 2018
-Elections for Delegates to attend
District 140 Annual Convention
06:30-21:00 hrs. Union Hall
-2580 Drew Road, Mississauga
April 3, 2018
-Monthly Membership Meeting
19:00 hrs. Union Hall -2580 Drew
Road, Mississauga

social media:

Shop Committee
Numbers
Airport & Cargo
Operations

@IAMAW2323

905-676-2484
Cargo Sub-Office

iamaw2323

iamaw2323

905-694-5322
Tech Ops
Logistics & Supply

iamaw2323

this issue of

905-676-2243
Ottawa
Shop Committee

613-523-4709

Contact
is also online

iamaw2323.ca
Contact

February 2018

iamaw2323.ca
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